### 4th KWANAKAJIMA 10 Sep 1561
**A scenario for Chipco’s ‘Chrysanthemum Throne’**

**TAKEDA – Tsukai-ban x8**

1. **Takeda Shingen-Taisho-Unnamed Daimyo-2100**
   MS x1, MM x1, FS x4, AS x2

2. **Anayama Nobukumi/Naito Masatoyo -Daimyo-1700**
   MS x1, MM x1, FS x2, AS x2

3. **Takeda Nobushige/Morozumi Masaakiyo -Daimyo-1900**
   MS x1, MM x1, FS x3, AS x2

4. **Obu Masakage/Takeda Nobukado -Daimyo-2400**
   MS x2, MM x2, FS x4, AS x2

**REINFORCEMENTS**—Arriving turn 8 facing Uesugi at A1.

5. **Kosaka Masanobu/Obu Toramasa -Daimyo-4800**
   MS x4, MM x3, FS x6, AS x5

6. **Oyamada Nobushige/Baba Nobuhara/-Daimyo-3600**
   MS x3, MM x3, FS x6, AS x3

7. **Obata Masanori/Sanada Yukitaka -Daimyo-3600**
   MS x3, MM x3, FS x6, AS x3
UESUGI KENSHIN-TIGER OF ECHIGO-Tsukai-ban x7

A. Uesugi Kenshin-Taisho-Unnamed Daimyo-2500  
MS x1, MM x3, FS x5, AS x2

B. Murakami Kuniyko/Kakizaki Kageie-Daimyo-3350  
MS x2, MM x3, FS x6, AS x3

C. Usami Sanesada/Irobe Katsunaga-Daimyo-2650  
MS x1, MM x3, FS x6, As x2

D. Honjoh Shigenaba-Daimyo-1500  
MS x1, MM x2, FS x3, AS x1

E. Amakatsu-Daimyo-3000 *  
MS x2, MM x4, FS x6, AS x2

Reinforcements-Arriving Turn 9 at B1.

F. Naoe Sanetsuna-Daimyo-2000  
MS x1, MM x2, FS x3, As x2

* This unit is actually off of the lower left section of the map. The Takeda troops must be set opposite this unit when turn 8 arrives at location A1.

Scale:  
Mounted and Foot Samurai (MS/FS) =200 men per stand.  
Matchlockmen (MM) =100 men per stand.  
Ashigaru (AS) =500 men per stand.

NOTES:  
Thanks to Brian Bradford and his research (along with GMT games).
map from GMT games-'Samurai'